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for bnllistic missile detection und satellite tracking, oper
ates a large computer center, nnd controls all of the
existing antisntellitc and nntimisslle weapon systems.
s .ave been
successfully demonstrated. The two-revolution interTable IV-6 describes the Soviet systems with the poten
tial for destroying or o t h einterfering
r wcept
i s·e
intentionally
with US satellite systemsw i t h h e l d p e r C I A S t a t u t e

29. Soviet capabilities to detect and track satellites
include ballistic missile detection and tracking radars
and ABM battle-management radars for low Earth orhit
(up lo 6,000 km). satellite, optical sensors (cameras.
telescopes, and lasers) for hlgh-allltude satellites, and
SIGINT (ground based) for all altitude regions. Four dual
Hen House radars are dedicated to space tracking
[unctions. Soviet telescopes and cameras for satellite
observations are located in many countries but have little
available for the enemy to deduce that an attack is
capability against high-altitude targets. Fifteen new opti·
. under way and to employ ovasive maneuvers or uthcr
cal tracking facilities are being deployed that may have a
countermeasures to prevent satellite destruction. Becapability to detect and track the ever-increasing .num• creep or I seIf s cs oye w en
cause thc So 1 m
the warhead is exploded to destroy the target, a
ber of hich-alt_ltude satellites. Also, a new generation of
laser
ab
. trnckers 1s being
. deployed,. but these are . p r o bsepara
el
in y
cccp or mus e 1launchedror each arget
designed to work with cooperative Soviet satellites.
· · unsuccess u m
·
sa lilte. Also, 1•r th e •III creept or 1s
encountering the target, tt cannot conduct a second
Orbital Interceptor
attempt or pursue a11 alternative target.Withheld per CIA
30. The Soviel nonnuclear orbital interceptor
has
.
33. We d o noI know th e reu d'iness s e of ASAT
·
. · ·
been operational since the early 1970s. since 1968, ·lu······· · ·····.-···· ··.··· ···· ·· ··· ·· · - -· . .
orbital interceptors at Tyuratam. I or 1ta mterceptests of the orbital interceptor have been conducted nnd
h"
I
I
I
f
d
t
f l
.
.
ors are roug11 up Io n 1g h eve o ren mess, an
nme were success u , tho Inst success having occurre in
f
•
or 1 1in erceptor pro ba could
ed moved from
March 1981. The most recent test in June 1982 was the
.
.
.
.
suppor areas a yura am o e pa m one our nn
first failure of. tho operational
. interceptor smcc 1977.
1aunche w1th in ano ther one o wo hours. we be1·1eve
During the period 1976-81, five tesls of a developmental
tithree too ive orbita ASAT Interceptors couJd b e
.
were
conducted
incorpo
t
d during
·
version of an ASAT Interceptor
.
.
.
1aunc ed f rom enc h of t wo pads a T yuratam
rating a probable passive electro-oohcnl .sensor;. all five
thee 1rst 24 hours of ASAT opera ions. The a bility
t
11 y o
f
th
•· f
ti
f
were failures. We do not expect significant improve
oy ese weapons as a unc on
ments in the reliability of either the
or
success u Y employ
.
,
target accessibility launchpad refurbishment require
y
deve lopmentall ASAT or ita1 mterceptors.
ments, and competing requirements for EORSAT /
31. The Soviet ASAT system Includes ground-based RORSAT launch and other factors. It would also be a
function of Tyuratam's survivability. The minimum
target tracking radars to establish a projected intercept
time between l a u n c h e
same
s pad
f rmay
om
be as t h e
point, two launchpads at tho Tyuratam Missile Tesl
Range, and a ground control facility near Moscow.
little as four h o u r s . W i t h h e l d p e r C I A S t a t u
These ground facilit ies arc nol hardened against nuclear
34. The.orbital interceptor system presents a signifi
strikes, suggesting that the system would most likely be
cant threat to about 25 US intelligence and military
used before a nuclear attack on the Soviet Union. r.i-r:.
support satellites in near Earth orbits. Although it has
withheld
per
demonstrated satellite intercepts at altitudes up to
32, The ASAT orbital Interceptor uses an onboard
1,600 kilometers, Its maximum a l t i t u d e c a p a b i l i t y i s
radar
d
h t
I
f th
considerably higher. (See figure IV-3. (withheld
wit
per EO 13526 25X1
25X1
:
ment
25X1
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Table IV-6
Current and Future Soviet Systems With

PotentialAntlsatellite Capabililics

System,

Status

Maximum Attack Altitude

(kilometers)

Nonnuclear orbital interceptor
Current system

Operational since al least 1971

Developmental system (modification
of currentsystem)
High-energy lasers
Ground-based

withheld per 25X1

Saryshagan Complex
may be capablo of limited ASAT role in c l e a r
500
weather against satellites directly overhead. Withheld per 25X1

known ASAT test Unable la determine if it has been
tested.
· Saryshagan
R&D Complex,
re e 1n
, ,,Isa may be capable of a mute
clear weather satellites
dircclly overhead.~

25X1

Space-based
Direct-ascent ABM interceptors with
nuclear warhead
ICllMs

against

3,000

Probably still in R&D; could launch megawatt-class
25X1
prototype in late 1980s mare likely early ! 1990s
25X1
possible ASAT role for Galosh, but we
1,000
believe such a role to be unlikely,
Modification required .We believe such a role is
·····•····· .......................................... ·-unlikely.

Space launch vehicles
Electronic Interference
Radiofrequency weapons (including
electromagnetic pulse)

nlcrcsl in interestapplication. Very low
1 c I hoodof any capability now and only moderate
through 1990.
apability

for ASAT role unlikely before carly-10-middle 1990s;
reasibility of ground-based system queslioniblc,
racticalit of s ace-based system questionable.

• pace aunc vehicles, ,uch as theSL-6 and SL-12, could be fitted
wilh nuclear warheads, but we believe this is unllkcly because of the
relatively low launch rates.
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e bolieve low-orbiting Intelli
gence an nav gation satellites aro high-priority targets
for the orbital Interceptor. Geosynchronous satellites
are too high, and satellites in highly elliptical semi
synchronous orbits pass through the interceptor's en
gagement altitudes at velocities that
the interceptor to engage successfully.

35. We believe thut a new version of an ASAT
orbital Interceptor will not be developed to attack

TCS 5086-83

satellites in semisynchronous or geosynchronous orbit.
Even though such a requirement has existed for a long
time, we have no evidence of a program to develop a
high-altitude ASAT orbital interceptor. The new sen
sors being tested on the developmental version of the
orbital Interceptor have a short acquisition range
(under 30 kilometers) and would be unlikely to be used
to attack geosynchronous targets. Further, it does not
appear that a large launch vehicle with a quick
reaction capability like the SL- lls under development.
Even if one were, the time to reach geosynchronous
orbit (six to seven hours) seems excessive for use of a
coorhital interceptor. Finally, we believe that emerg
ing technologies, specifically directed energy offer
better prospects for
m of attacking
CIA 'statute ' m
high-altitude targets
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Direct-Ascent ABM-Type Interceptor

36. We believe the probability is low Secret
the USSR
will expend Galosh ABM interceptors in an ASAT
mission. However, certain tests of the Galosh ABM

suggest that this role mny have been considered. The
first of four tests occurred in 1970 and the m ost recent
occurred In July 1978. All of these t
free-flight altitudes of about 900 km.

to about 1,000 km could be attacked by a nuclear
nrmcd Galosh. However, the use of a Galosh intercep
tor with a nuclear warhead would probably result in
serious disruptions to Soviet satellites. If the Galosh
were fitted with a nonnuclear warhead for the ASAT
mission, greater accuracy would be required for a
closer approach and the maximum attack altitude
a homing
500
would be reduced to a b o u t
system were developed

Space Launch Vehicles and ICBMs
37. Soviet space boosters with nuclear warheads
could be modified to perform a direct-ascent ASAT
IV-11
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intercept. However, we have no evidence of a Soviet 25X1
program to develop such capabilities nnd believe the
likelihood of such develooments Is low. Two space
boosters, the SL-6 and the SL·12 could be modified for
direct-ascent, high-altitude ASAT attack, but relntlve-.
make them unlikely candidates. 25X1

boosters, the SL-6 and

withheld
statute
per CIA Statute

Electronic Warfare
38. We believe ICBMs nre unlikely to be used in an
ASAT role, although ICBMs are available in larger
numbers and can reach higher altitudes than ABMs.
Also, ICBMs are orotected by hardened silos and
control facilities. We believe the Soviets are unlikely to
risk collaternl damage to their own satellites by using
ICBMs with nuclear warheads, and they would be
wary of the risks and uncertainties about US responses
if a conflict were otherwise still at the conventional
we
e !eve t e Soviets lnten to use active EW to attack
force level. We do note, however, the Soviets' potential
both selected satellites directly and the ground-based
advantage ln reconstituting their space systems If their
IA
of space
Sta
systems.
t u t eWe consider EW to be the most
launchpads remain Intact. W i t h h e l d p e r Cusers
39. Current ICBMs probably would require some
likely type of initial Soviet ASAT activity. Such a
modifications and a short period of testing to be ASAT
capability potenlinlly poses the most serious threat to
capable. The SS-18 ls the most capable ICBM, but,
US space systems. Against high-altitude satellites, this
currently may be the only ASAT cauab!lity. We
with its standard payload of about 6,000 kg could only
believe that the USSR now has the technological
achiove a maximum altitude o{ about 9,000 .km in a
using active EW to attem t to interfere
direct-ascent flight profile. If the total payload were: capability
reduced to as little as 100 pounds, its maximum
with foreign space systems. Compared with other
ASAT techniques, an active ASAT EW program would
altitude could be 18,000 km-still well short of geosynchronous satellites. To achieve geosynchronous altihave relatively low cost and low risk of escalating a
tudes, a third stage similar to the type used on the SLconflict. Further, such a role is consistent with ambitious EW programs existing throughout the Soviet
14 would be required. In this configuration, It could
deliver a payload of up to 1,800 kg to geosynchronous
military forces. However, we have no evidence of
orbit. But such modifications would require · flightSoviet equipment or organizations with an ASAT EW
testing, and we would expect to observe testing of a
mission.CIA
new upper stage. We have seen no evidence of such a
42. An alternative vlew is that there is insufficient
development or testing program and believe the likeli
evidence at this time to
hood of such n development is low. furthermore, un
SS-18 modified in this WllY would not fit into cxisling
silos and there are currently no other launchpads
o er of this view points out that these military
configured to hnndlc the S S - 1 8 .
writings contain significant areas of ambiguity. for
example, the use of tho term EW in the writings could
40. Any use of uuclear warheads in space eventu
represent either the use of active means {jamming) or
olly would result in widespread collnternl damage to
passive means (SIGINT collection, electronic emission
oil satellites, Including those of the USSR. In addition
to the prompt damage to any satellite within range of
control, or other techniques). Additionally, if the
the detonation, there is long-term perslstant damage
employment of active means is in tended, then the
from high-energy electrons created by the blast. These
writings are not clear as to whether Jamming would be
electrons are trapped in the Earth's magnetic field and
targeted against sntellites or their ground-based users.
are dispersed Into shells that encompass the Earth.
Moreover, the holder of this view concludes that, If a

··
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Soviet active EW copobllity ogoinst sntellites does
exist, brute force Jamming would be the most likely
EW technluue. On the basis of a voliable evidence, it is
difficult to Judge with any confidence that a Soviet
technological capability would Include more complex
withheld per CIA Statute
forms of jamming,•
43. '-

In general, we
believe Soviet knowledge of US space systems Is high
nnd In some cases may be sufficient l o attempt
dcceotion: withheld per 25X1
While testing directly t
against US space systems would give the Soviets some
increased confidence In the effectiveness of their
ASAT EW capabilities such testing would provide
opportunities to develop more effective US counter
measures. There is n moderate probability that in
peacetime the USSR will ntlemot occasional covert
an
technical probes of some US space systems
attempt to determine weaknesses, ~

in

withheld per CIA Statute

44, Active EW could involve either denial jamming
or deception to prevent satellite systems from carrying
out their missions. Intentional interference may in
volve command and control links, communications
links. or mission sensors withheld per 25X1

47.
The holder of this view is the Director, National Security
Agency, (u)
withheld per 25X1

25X

res 5086-83

We see no
evidence ot Soviet efforts to develoo ·a spnccborne
jammer and believe tbere is only a low llkellhood of
such a caoability being tested by the year 2 0 0 0 . W i t h h e l d p
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48. Potential Soviet active EW platforms include
many fixed, transportable and mobile transmitters.
The fixed ground sites have the advantage of high
power transmission and accurate pointing and tracking
cnpnbilities, wherens mobile platforms, such as tactical
EW equipment, space support ships, and aircraft are
more widely deployable, but gencrully radiate less
p o w e r less
aaccurate
n d oolntlng
hav
caoabilities.
e
49. Fixed ground sites and large ships offer the
most severe jamming threat because of their large,
steerable antennas (generally 12 or 25 meters in
diameter, but up to at least 50 meters for some
ground-based sites), extensive on-site processing, and
cooling caonbilltles necessary for high-power transmit
ters. These sites and ships would be capable of accu
rate tracking of target satellites and, assuming a
configuration
could project high-power
level•

for jamming

withheld per CIA Statute

physical damage or "burnout" to the sensitive input
stages of receivers or internal electronic circuits. The
effectiveness of any RF ASA'f weapon would be
dependent on the radiated power of the weapon, the
damage threshold level of tho target, and detailed
technical knowledge of the target. It is expected that If
the Soviets were lo deploy an RF ASAT weapon it
would be ground-based and in times of conflict would
be directed against high-priority targets such as _those
in geosynchronous orbit, Such a weaoon would require
a high effective radiated power, and the damage it
caused would be more permanent than conventional
electronic warfare techniques. By 1990, there is a
moderate likelihood the USSR will test a ground-based
RF ASAT weapon capable of physically damaging
satellites. We believe it is highly unlikely that a spacewill be tested before
based RF-damage ASAT
the year 2000~.

weapon

withheld per CIA Statute

50, About 13 to 15 Soviet ground sites in the Soviet
Union and one in Cuba have been associated with a
SIGINT collec ·

51. There arc many other sites in the Soviet Union,
including about 60 antennas associated with the Mol
niya communlcntlons sntelllte network, that could be
used for SIGINT collection or active electronic war
fare activities. In addition, Soviet missile range instru
mentation shios, space event support ships, space
operation control ships, and intelligence collection
ships operated by the GRU also could be used to
conduct active EW against US space systems. Finally,
there arc some land-based mobile or trnnsportablc
systems that could be adapted for jamming uplinks.
Transportable communication satellite terminals and
mobile milltnry terminals have been used in Cuba,
Africa, and
as in the Warsaw Pucl
countries.

Asia,
well

Radiofrequency Domoge
52. Soviet research has been conducted in the use of
strong radiofrequcncy (RF) signals that could produce

TCS 5086-83

scientists pioneered the
technology, and there is continued interest in high... power electronics that could be applied to RF weap
ons. One project was begun in 1973 at a Moscow
institute responsible for developing long-range radars,
This project included investigation of the feasibility of
destroying targets In space by ground-based microwuvc transmitters

withheld per CIA Statute

Losers
54. Extensive resources have been committed to
develop high-energy laser weapons. More than 100
academic and industrial organizations, including sev
eral central design bureaus, are Involved, and at least a
dozen laser test facilities and ranges have been located.

withheld per CIA Statute

55. Ground-Based Lasers, There are two test
facil ities at Saryshagan that are assessed to have high
energy lasers and associated optical equipment with
the potential to function as ground-based ASAT weap
ons, We estimate that one of these facilities, Complex
D, could demonstrate the capability to damage or
degrade an unprotected satellite overhead, in clear
weather, lo a range of about 500 kilometers. The other
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facility, termed the R&D Complex, probably houses a
high-energy pulsed laser that may be able to damage
unprotected satellites at ranges up to 3,000 kilometers
1sensors at geosynchronous altitudes,

CIA Statute

'

56. The conflgurntlon of the R&D Complex and its
location at Saryshagan suggest a ballistic missile de
fense (BMD) or ASAT mission. An exclusive ASAT
mission makes it difficult to account for all the
features of the R&D Comolex. Testing at one facility
of the complex appears to involve either explosively
driven high-energy lasers or possibly development of
explosively driven power generators for laser weapons,
orboth.-

are ground-based systems. However, airborne lasers
suffer from aircraft vibrations and atmospheric turbu
lence, which affect the propagation of a precisely
pointed laser beam. These factors, even if successfully
overcome, and other problems would probably limit
the capability of early nirborne lasers to damage
satellites to those in orblls below about 1,000 k m -

60. Spaceborne Lasers. In addition to the ground
based and airborne laser 'programs, Soviet research
includes a project to develop laser weapons intended
for use In space, probably for an ASAT application
initio.lly. If successfully developed, these laser weapons
could involve either satellites launched on demand or
space-based weapons maintained in orbit. This work is
probably In the first of three distinct stages that the
57. We believe that the primary purpose of the
Soviets use in the development of a weapon system.
explosively driven ground-based laser development
During this stage, new concepts are investigated,
program at the R&D Complex is BMD. In addition,
experimental devices for testing the technology are
Project '"Terra, " reportedly the development of a laser
built, and preliminary system designs may be devel
for ABM purposes using an exolosively driven iodinu
oped. Whether the Soviets make a commitment to an
laser, has been associated with the R&D Complex.
operational system will depend on the outcome of
Slgniflcnnt work related to Terra-type lasers has been
their research, possibly on their reaction to US efforts
conducted since the middle-to-late 1960s. The Soviet
in spucc-based loser weapons, and on any arms control
goal of 1-megajoule energy for a single pulse would
probably be sufficient for initial feaslbllity tests against agreements that they may enter Into on the limitations
of v
weapons
Figure
depicts one of many
reentry vehicles (RVs). As of 1978, p o w e r l e
e l in
sspace.
of
1IV-4
00
concepts
a space-based
USa contractors
t h h efor
ld
p e r Claser
I Athat
St
tute
klloJoules had reportedly been a c h i e v e d . W i
have developed.
58. In addition to these test lasers described, exist
61. To date, the most detailed information on
Ing Soviet low-powered, ground-based lasers are po
space-based lasers concerns ·a joint project in 1975-77
tentially capable of causing in-bond Interference with
involving a Soviet physics institute nnd a space re
or damage to satellite components. IR and optical
search lnstitute. Open-source publications by individ
surveillance systems are particularly vulnerable be
cause they have large optical aperture systems that
uals reported to be In the project are consistent with
the project's existence and provide a guide to the
collect and focus energy, Because of this, low-power
project's organization. We know of a Soviet clectrlc
lasers could be suitable against satellites having elec
tro-optlcol sensors or could degrade film quality on
discharse laser that matches the description ·of the
laser reported being Investigated in the joint project.
lmaging satellites. Such lasers could also be be used
However, the Soviets also have been researching
against high-altitude s a t e l l i t e s
chemical lasers, and we believe that such a laser
59. Airborne Lasers. Soviet research on an air
• I •
I
device
1ped for space-based appliborne laser weapon was well under way in the midcations. CIA Statute
1970s. Such weaponscould be used to damage satel
lites; however, they would more likely be used for
62. A space-based, high-energy laser weapon offers
other purposes, Including protecting their own air
options not a available with ground- or air-based sys
borne command and control systems and defending
tems. space-based laser weapons might be employed
against cruise missiles, Airborne laser weapons are not
for a variety of missions including ASAT, BMD,
as adversely affected by clouds and the atmosphere as
antiaircraft, and ground target engagements. Such an

withheld per CIA Statute
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antisatellite application is technologically difficult,
and we are uncertain us to the approach the Soviets
would take:

Figure IV- 4

Concept of Space-Based Laser
Weapon System

O
an ·· nwithheld
e perc
25X1 a n
would
class laser. Such a prototype probably could
begin testing in the late 1980s at the earliest, but
more likely in the early 1990s. If testing were
successful, an initial operational system in low
orbit-a few satellites, each having a megawatt
class laser weapon with an ASAT range of hun
dreds of kilometers-could be available by the
early 1990s (if tested in the late l 980s), but such
an operational system would be more likely to
appear in the mid-1990s. The Soviets could elect
to pursue a higher power 5-megawatt-class sys
tem (with an engagement range out to 1,000
kilometers) employing more precise pointing and
tracking. Test launch and operational dates. how
ever, would come several years later than for a
system of the 1-mcgawatt class. CIA Statute

Propulsion module

Laser fuel module·

Power/attitude
control module

module

Gimballed primary
mJnor

Secondary

mirror

be

a

A

- c
prototype,iillll
a n d
is a lower power
-· ··· aser- hundreds of kilowatts in an unmanned
..
low-orbit satellite, with an ASAT range of tons of
kilometers. This concept represents an easier
technological path for testing a prototype laser
weapon in space. We believe, if the Soviets are
pursuing such a program, a prototype could be
tested somewhat earlier than a megawatt-class
prototype, and, if early tests proved successful,
possibly reach an operational capability by the
early 1990s. An operational system with such a
short-range capability, however. would have severe operational limitations withheld per CIA Statute

Secret

ASAT system would have significant advantages over
the conventional orbital ASAT interceptor in that it
would have multishot and long-range capabilities (for
example, 1,000 to 2,000 kilometers between weapon
and target). It would also be likely to have a greater
capacity to overcome a satellite's defensive measures,
such as maneuvering and decoy deployment. We
expect to sec laser weapon components tested on
manned spacecraft; however, unmanned satellites
64. There is a moderate-to-high likelihood that the
p
la
tf
o space-based
rm
s
direct
seem better suited a s operational
devclooment
of low-orbit,
losers coupled
ed-energy weapons.
with a heavy-lift launch capability will result in testing
of such weapons ln geosynchronous orbit by the late
63. We believe there is a high probability that a
1990s, although we ascribe a low probability to opera
prototype high-energy laser ASAT weapon will be
tlonnl deployment by the year 2000. There Is an
tested Jn low orbit by the enrly 1990s. The psychologi
alternative view that holds that while deployment of n
cal effect of the first test of a space-based laser in a
weapon-relatedmode would be greater than the actual
geosynchronous soace-based laser would probably take
military s!gn!f!cance of such a weapon In its initial
place after deployment of a low-altitude system, there
application. Development of a space-based laser for
ls a moderate chance of deployment of a geosynchroIV•16
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autonomous, extremely sophisticated system posing
tremendous logistic, reliability, command and control
communications, and cost problems for the Soviets.l a

nous space-based laser by the mid-1990s. 11 Although
space-based lasers will probably be restricted to the
ASAT mission for the remainder of this century,
technoloslcal breakthroughs conceivably could lead to
capabilities to destroy bullistic missiles, aircraft, cruise

Space•Based Particle Beam Weapons

missiles, nnd g r o u n d t a rspace
get
Insthef r
lnte
o m 67. The Soviets are expending significant resources
1990s or beyond.
on technologies of critical importance to the dcvclop65. Although space-based weapons for ballistic mismenl of particle beam weapons (PBWs). We have little
silo defense are probably feasible from a technical
evidence, however, of Soviet nchievoment in this area.
standpoint, such weapons require significant tcchnoSoviet efforts in PDW-relatcd technology may have
logical advances in large-ape1ture mirrors and in
reached a level suitable for conducting experimental
pointing and tracking accuracies. They would also
research on the feasibility of weapon applications.

reaulrc very large space boosters having perhaps 10
68. Space-based PBWs would not be subject to
times the capacity of those now in use. We expect the
atmospheric propagation effects, which represent a
fundamental feasibility issue for ground-based PBWs,
Soviets to have such boosters in the late 1980s, In viow
of the technological requirements, we do not expect
It is more difficult to harden satellites against the
them to hnve a prototy[Je space-based laser BMD
effectsof a particle beam than those of a high-energy
system untll at least the mid-1990s or anlaser.
operational
On the other hand, PBW beams, unlike laser
system until after the year 2 0 0 0 . w i t h h
beams,
eld
will p
notepropagate
r C Iinto
AtheS
atmosphere
t a t u nnd
te
66, A Soviet space-based laser BMD weapon systhus cannot reach some lower altitude ballistic missiles.
tem based on these technologies would require many
The power supplies and size of experimental PBW
systems suggest that It will be difficult to develop an
laser weapon satellites to be a significant thrcnt to US
ballistic missiles. The number of satellites required
operationally practical space-bnscd PBW. A P B W w i l l
would depend on numerous factors. On the basis of
be more difficult to achieve than o laser w e a p o n . w i t h h e l d p e r C I A

our estlmates of expected Soviet technology levels, ·· 69. Since the early 1970s the Soviets have had a
with one laser per satellite almost 400 satellites
research program to explore the technical feasibility of
operating at about a 400-km altitude would be
a neutral particle beam weapon in space, an approach
currently under investigation in the United States. In
required for continuous coverage of all possible US
ICBM and SLBM missiles in the boost phase, before
this effort, the Soviets have developed technically
their RVs are dispersed. Once the RVs have been
advanced components but have not assembled them
dispersed, the space-based laser defense task becomes
Into a complete test system. These weapons would be
much more difficult. If major Soviet technological
quite different from the ground-based PBWs; the
advances in power and :oointinc/ti-acking accuracy
particle energy and current requirements would be
were achieved-not expected untll after the year
much lower and the systems requirements would be
2000-the number of satellite weapons needed would
far less stressing. However, the technical requirements
decrease to about 100 because the system could
for such a system, including precise pointing and
operate al higher altitudes, increasing the coverage of
tracking, arc severe, and it is unlikely that the Soviets
a slngle weapon. Given the short period during which
coukl test a prototype sl)ace-based particle beam
ballistic missiles are vulnerable to laser radiation,
weanon to destroy hard targets like missile RVs before
each laser would be able to negate only a few
the end of the centur y and no earlier than 1995 for an
missiles. Moreover, these estimates do not include the
ASAT weapon. An alternative view holds that a spaceeffecls of potential countermeasures that tho United
based PBW system, intended to disrupt electronics
States could employ against low-orbiting weapon
systems and requiring significantly less power than a
systems, Flnnlly, each satellite would have to be an
destructive PBW, could be developed andand deployed
several years earlier." withhe
" The holders of this view are the Dtroctor, DefenseIntelligence

Agency and the Assistant Chief ofStaff, Intelligence, Department

of the Air Force
Force (U)

" Th• h<>ldar of rhi. vlow Is th,, D!rcctor, Defense Intelligence
Agency. (U)
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interference with US space systems during crisis and
conflict situations. However, the Soviets appear to be

Ground Site Attock

70. In addition to attacking or interfering directly
with satellites, the ground stations supporting the
sntellites could be attacked, thereby disabling or dis
rupting thi, operation of our space systems. This could
be done covertly by agents-possibly without attribu
tion. In addition, direct attacks by Soviet military
forces are a possibility, although there is no evidence
of such missions, The approaches taken could range
from cavort jamming of signals and cutting of electri
cal power to physical destruction of the rfacilityy. Such
73. Tho Soviets presumably wou·ld base a decision
m
at US o
sites in rloe
lik
ely
activities would b e to occur
employ destructive
or nondcstructivo
interferencet o
against US space systems on a variety of factors
foreign countries.~
including their perception of lhc military value of the
Othor Space-Based Weapons
various US systems, US /I.SAT and EW capabilities,
their own perceived antisatellite capabilities, and ulti
71. In addition to the space warfare systems already
mately their view of the potential net military ndvan
discussed, there are several other potential weapons
tages. Especially in the context of a war In Europe,
systems that deserve continued close attention by the
Soviet leaders mny perceive that US military capabili- ·
Intelligence Commuuily. These systems arc space
lies depend on space systems to a greater degree than
mines, space-delivered ground-impact wenoons, and
those of the USSR. In addition, the chances of conflict
space-to-space offensive missiles. The use of space
escalation, the impact of such a decision on other
mines has caused concern for years because they could
countries, and likely US responses also would be
be applled in time of war with little or no warning.
considered. We do not believe that any ASAT activi•
However, the likelihood of the Soviets being able lo
or l y f o r w a r n i n g
ties would be u n d e r t a k e n m e r e
· covertly deploy and operationally maintain a space
demonstration p u r p o s e s . W i t h h e l d p e r C I
mine In orbit is low at this time, and we believe the
likelihood of the Soviets' testing such a capabillty by
74. Given these considerations, we believe that
the yenr 2000 is very low. Satellites could also be used
there is a very low likelihood that the Soviets would
for the delivery of ground-impnct weapons from
initiate destructive or nondestructive [ntcrfcrcncc
nltitudes of tens of thousands of kilometers. Prior to
against US space systems In times of tension of an
reentry, the descending vehicles would deploy clusters
exclusively political nature, as well as in cases of
of small inert reentry vehicles to kill fixed targets by
limited, local conflict not lnvolving the two powers
hilting them at velocities up lo 8,000 meters per
directly. withheld per CIA
second. We believe the likelihood of such a develop
75. During a major crisis involving the two super
ment is low. The use of space-launched offensive
powers, in which the tension w as high, the likelihood
missiles against other space vehicles would be similar
of attempted destructive interference would remain
to an orbital interceptor stored in spnce. Such a system
very low, but the likelihood of attempted nondestruc
would be difficult to maintain at operational readiness
tive interference would be low to moderate, ns the
for long periods of time and would have a very limited
number of targets It could attack al any time. We thus. Soviets could perceive nondestructive interference as a
somewhat less risky option
of such a development is low.

for long periods of time

destructive

Likelihood of Interference With US Space
Systems

72. There is no <llrcct evidence to indicate the
circumstances under which the Soviets would initiate

TCS 5086-83

76. Should either superpower introduce combat
forces into a local conflict in which the other was not
involved, we believe that the likelihood of ntlemptcd
destructive interference by the Soviets would continue
to be very low, Should both US and Soviet forces
intervene in a local conflict, with both sides playing
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limited or specialized roles, .such as a ir defense, and
having limited objectives, the likelihood of attempted
destructive interference would rise marginally, but
still remain low. CIA Statute
77. In the e vent of imminent or actual large-scale,
direct engagement of US and Soviet forces in a local

support, using both destructive and nondestructive
means. In such a conflict Soviet leaders may perceive
an operational advantage if both sides experience
significant satellite losses because of greater US
dependence on space systems. In addition, Soviet
satellites can be more quickly replaced if space launch
facilities remain intact. The decision to launch ASAT
interceptors against such systems during the early part
of a conventional phase of such a conflict would be
affected by Soviet uncertainties with regard to US
responses including the likelihood of attacks against
existing Soviet space launch sites. Withheld per CIA Statute

conflict located outside Eurooe, we belteve there
would be a high likelihood of attempted Soviet Inter
fe rence with US space systems. The Soviets would
have strong, Immediate incentives to enhance the
operational effectiveness of their forces by degrading
US reconnaissance and command nnd control capabili
79. During a period of conventional combat, the
ties In the theater of conflict. Should the Soviets decide
Soviets would probably avoid interfering with space
lo Interfere with such US space systems, we believe
systems that provide warning of ballistic missile launch
that in most cases nctlvo EW and low energy losers
or specifically support US strategic nuclear forces,
would be used initially because their effects are no(
unless the use of strategic nuclear weapons appeared
necessarily permanent and their use is not as easy to
imminent The Soviets might attempt subtle, nonde
detect. Active EW and low-energy lasers would proba
structive interference with such satellites during o.
bly be the only means used at lower levels of conflict.
conventional conflict, in an attempt to erode US
Interferenco with US space systoms at this point would
confidence in these systems, although in doing so the
probably not be viewed as adding appreciably lo the
Soviets would run some risk of provoking a disadvnn
risk of widening the conflict (to Europe, for example),
tageous US reactlon. T his type of interference, if
whereas intcrferonce and potential degradation of
detected, might be difficult to attribute initially to
some US space system capabilities at this point could
deliberate Soviet actions. We cannot judge the llkclimarkedly enhance the Soviet ability to succeed as well
. ~ hood•of.-this -occurrence because--we-cannot-evaluate
as to seize operational Initiatives in the event of a
how the Soviets would perceive the risk that this
wider war. Although initially the Sovie ts would he
would trigger undesirable US responses. Withheld per CIA
concerned not to provoke unwanted US escalation or
80. If a general war were under way in which the
add to the strength of US counternctions in the longer
massive use of nuclear weapons appeared imminent,
run, these concerns would tend to lessen if they
the likelihood of ·attempted interference with all US
interfered with the pursuit of thoir political military
space systems Is very high, using all availablo means.
objectives
T he fact that Soviet ASAT control and launch facilities
78. We believe there is a high likelihood that,
are not hardened against nuclear attack probably
during a NATO-Warsaw Pact conventional conflict,
indicates the Soviets plan to launch orbital ASATs
tho Soviets would attempt to interfere with selected
onset of their initial nuclear strikes.
US space systems that provide important wartime

withheld
would
per CIA Statute

are not hardened
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CHAPTER V
SOVIET MANNED SPACE ACTIVITIES
Current and Developmental Projects

USSR hns developed a comprohensivc, woll-coordinat
ed, and flexible space program that emphasizes the
utilizallon of man in space. (s)

l. The size, scope, and integrated nature of Soviet
manned spncc activities is impressive. We believe that
within IO years the Soviets will have established a
permanent mnnned presence in space with substantial
political, technologicul, and possibly economic bene
fits. The comprehemive Soviet program will probably
consist of several inte,·related components including:
-

3. Soviet cosmonauts were the first to perform an
extra vehicular activity (EVA) using a rudimentary
soace suit in March 1965. Subsequently, Soviet space
suits were based on the US Apollo space suit, with
modifications to reduce the preparation time required
for lhe cosmonauts (orebreathing} before working in
space. Current Soviet space suits require onl y about 25
minutes of prcbroathing, as compared with about
three and a half hours for current US space suits. We
believe tho Sovicls also may adopt the manned maneu
vering unit (MMU) first demonstrated on the US
Skylab space station in 1973. A Soviet cosmonaut could
use an MMU to retrieve small satellites, inspect and
repair sntcllitcs and conduct construction operations.

A modular space station for a crew of six to 12
persons.
A rousnble spncc trnnsport similar to the US
space shutlle.

- A heavy-lift launch vehicle (HLLV) in the
Saturn-V class.
-

A reusable space tug.

CIA Statute

- A military space plane.
-

Solyut Space Stations

A medium-lift launch vehicle in the Titan-III

class.

4. Senior Soviet officials and scientists have repeat
edly stated
a national goal of having permanently

Inherent in these projects is a design philosophy that
functioning, cuntinuously manned, orbiting space stalions. Sinco 1971, there· }1as been a near-continuous
cmphaslzes flexibility, For example, th e _HLLV will
oresence of Soviet space stations in orbit. oerlodieally
serve as the launch system for the Soviet reusable
space transport, and parts of the medium-lift launch
occuoied by Soviet cosmonauts. (See figure V-1.) Salvehicle
serve as components of the HLLV.ira yuts 2, 3, and 5 were primarily military in nature
may
and
funct ioned as intelligence collection platforms, al2. To a large extent, the Soviet manned space
though the Soviets stated their purpose as "scientific
program reflects US concepts and designs, strongly
research." Salyuts 1 and 4 served primarily scientific
purposes, and Salyuts 6 and 7 conducted both military
suggesting the illegal .transfer of U.S technology. For
I ic experiments.
. tific
.
ts. withheld per CIA statute
exn:nole, prototypes of the Soviet soace plane closely
and scient
resemble US lifting-body research vehicles flown In
5. The Snlyut systems hnvc brought the USSR
the late 1960s. Even more apparent is the Soviet
worldwide recognition ns the lender in manned space
reusable space transport that appears nearly identical
flight. Crews aboard Salyut 6 logged more man-daysto the US space shuttle. Furthermore, the engines that
1,534-than hove been logged In tho entire US space
will propel the Soviet HLLV arc probably copies of
program. One cosmonaut established a new endurance
the liquid hydrogen rocket engines on the US shuttle.
record in 1979 of 175 duys in spnee and then broke his
By capitalizing on US designs and technology, the
own record in 1980 with a 184-day flight. In 1982, the

1i1111111

served
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Figure Y·l
Soviet Space Station Systems
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Nole: Salyuts 6 and 7 conducted
both military and sciontine
experiments.

first crew to visit Salyut 7 stayed
211 days,
complex on Salyut 7, the most recent Soviet
breaking both previous records. Withheld per CIA
station.

6, Salyut 6 remained In orbit for a lmost five years
and was manned for approximately 38 percent of the
time. Unlike previous space stations, Salyut 6 was
equipped with a second docking port to accommodate
a new vehicle, Progress, a nonrocoverable resupply
spacecraft. This spacecraft was used to replenish all
consumables (oxygen, food, and fuel) and to deliver
replacement carts and scientific equipment. The capa
bility to resupply consumables was necessary for the
long-term missions. In addition, the cosmonauts' abili
ty to do extensive repair work was essential to achieving such long-duration missions.-

spncefor

manne space station wou
e use in support
of continuous ocean and port surveillance, espe
cially to determine the location of US Nav
battl

7. Covert military-related experimP-nts have been
an important part of Soviet manned space flights.
These experiments have been more numerous and
v.2
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Cosmos 929-Type Mannod Spacecraft
8. In 1977 the Soviets conducted the first flight test
of a new type of spacecraft, tbe Cosmos 929. The
missions of this spacecraft are uncertain. However, we
believe they may include resupply of space stations,
temporary space station modules, and independent
military missions such as reconnaissance weapons
development, and satellite ins ection ·
spacecraft was never

res 5086-83
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wus approximately 30 percent smaller than the Salyut
vehicles and had a unique two-segment configuration
consisting of a large maneuverable segment (12,500
kilograms) and a smaller but very heavy recoverable,
highly dense segment (6,500 kg). The latter segment
was separated from the main body aftru- 30 days in
orbit and was successfully recovered In the Soviet
Union. The main body continued in orbit another 170
days performing numerous orbital maneuvers. We
believe the purpose for the dense, recoverable segment
is to serve as an emergency recovery system for
cosmonauts and to protect them from solar radiation.
In addition, we believe cosmonauts could be launched
in a spacecrnft similar to the Cosmos 929 with the
recoverable segment serving as a launch-abort system.

Soviets refuse to discuss the purpose of this type
of vehicle, but some have referred to It ns a
" modular spacecraft" and a "multipurpose
spacecraft"

withheld per CIA Statute

- Spacecraft Capabilities. The Cosmos 929-type
vehicles have demonstrated some unusual capa
bilities:

withheld per CIA Statute

9. In April 1981 the Soviets conducted the second
test of a Cosmos 929-type vehicle. This vchiclc
Cosmos 1267-also deorb!ted Its recoverable segment
after :30 days in orbit , In June 1981 Cosmos 1267 was
maneuvered nnd docked with Salyut 6. Both vehicles
remained unmanned, nnd in July 1982 they were
intentionally deorbited over the Pacific Ocean. Soviet
comments regarding Cosmos 1267 indicate that the
• ·A large solar-powered electrical system capable
purpose of the Joint fl ight with Salyut 6 was to conduct
·· ......of supplying about 3.5 kilowatts (kw) from two
- ·- - ··
engineering tests of two large vehicles docked togeth
fixed panels.
er-a clear step toward building a modular station. In
• A propulsion system capable of perf
March 1983 another Cosmos 929-type vehicle ~
large
of orbital
maneuvers
pere
CIAr
1443), was launched and docked with Salyut 7
wi
tnumber
hh
e
l dwithheld
p
CIA
10. Soviet statements suggest that versions of the
Cosmos 929-type vehicle under development will
have different missions, including serving as replace
able units for a modular space station and as a new
class of cargo/resupply vehicle. Tho Soviets have ofteu
discussed the necessity of having a cargo/resupply
vehicle thnt could return space-processed or space
manufactured mnterinls to Earth. This procedure is
unlike that of Progress, which is destroyed after it
resupplies Salyut. There arc many factors that lead us
to conclude that there may be other purposes for the
Cosmos 929-type vehicle. These factors include the
following:

11. Considering the above characteristics nnd other
factors, wo postulate several other military uses for
Cosmos 929-typc spacecraft in addition to resupply:
- Ocean Surveillance Platform. The station could
be used as a platform for conducting visual and
photographic reconnaissance of ports and naval
units at sea. The crew could relay information to
the General Staff or directly to naval command
ers. This role would be consistent with the role of
other spacecraft developed by the Chclomey

- Secrecy. Prior to the flight of Cosmos 1443,
knowledge of the Cosmos 929-type vehicle was
apparently restricted among Soviet space offi
cials. Further, at international conferences most

TCS 5086-83
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continuation of this effort. In such a case,. cosmo
nauts may not continuously man the vehicle, but
visit periodically to conduct setup, maintenance,
and repnlr operations. The heavy recoverable
segment could be used to recover a conslderable
number of the electronic subsystems for reuse on
another mission. -

- Space Weopons Component research and De
velopment. A space-based laser is under develop
ment by NPO Energiya, with the Glushko De
sign llurcnu at Kaliningrad ns the leading
developer, This design bureau has developed all
Soviet recoverable spacecraft and also is believed
to be the integrating contractor for ut least the
recoverable segment· of the Cosmos 929-type
vehlcles. Weapons components and prototype
subsystems could undergo testing on a Cosmos
929-tyoe vehicle either in a manned or nn·
mnnncd configuration.

Modular Space Station
14. The next major objective in the Soviet mnnncd
space program ls a modular space station, which will
be a transitional element in the development of a
larger space station. A Salyut-type space station and
modules similar to the Cosmos 929-type spacecraft are
expected to be assembled into components of a modu
lar space complex by about 1986. Stntcments by Soviet
scientists and cosmonauts suggest:
- Construction will start in 1984, with Salyut 8 as a
primary component.
No more than two Salyuts will be attached end to
end.

-

- A "cactus"-type arrangement may be used-this
could imply Cosmos 929 modules attached to
n1idsection multiple docking adapters to form
limbs. (See figure V-2.)

withheld per CIA Statute

will occupy the
- Satellite Inspection/Imaging System. A Soviet
comoleted station.
capability to image or inspect another satellite
15.
A modular space complex could be used for a
has not yet been demonstrated. Uut But growing
variety of missions. For example, one module could
technological capability to conceal satellites or
provide· the--living· area (eating, sleeping, and recrea
disguise their true mission may encourage the
development of such a capability. withheld
• per CIAtion), another module could contain support systems
(electrical power, attitude control, and propulsion),
12. Although these missions seem reasonable in
while still other modules could be dedicated to Earth
view of current informatio11, there may well be other
resources and reconnaissance, to materials processing,
possibilities. At this point, we can only conclude that
or lo experimental development of new sensors and
the Cosmos 929 program is nn important military
other hardware for unmanned military satellites.
system and its ·development must be monitored closeThese last-mentioned modules could include provisions for testing of components for space-based laser
ly
weapons such as pointing and tracking subsystems. Withheld per CIA
A crew of six to 12 persons

-

withheld per CIA Statute

withheld per CIA Statute

Future Projects
13. Soviet leaders perceive that their future
manned space program will satisfy it number of
political, military, economic, and scientific goals. The
Soviet space program generates enthusiasm in the
socialist countries and projects the Soviet image of
world leadership in space. The program is based on
reusable and common components that offer substan•
tial flexibility and cost savings. This is conststent with
Soviet design practices that stress innovation through
modification, ave
novel concepts

whenever possibleCIA Statute
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Now Resupply Vohicle
16. The Progress resupply vehicle began service in
January 1978 and is the current spacecraft dedicnted
to resupply of Soviet space stations. The payload
capability of Progress is approximately 2,300 kg, of
which approximately 1,000 kg are fuel and approxi
mately 1,300 kg are for life support, supplies, and
spare parts, including nbout 120 man-days of exoenda
blcs. With the advent of modular space stations, we
expect a second-generation supply vehicle will be
developed with a much greater payload capability /\
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Figure V-2
Soviet Concept for Modular Space Station
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vehicle of the Cosmos 929 type is a likely candidate in
that It has been described as a multipurpose vehicle.
Soviet space academician Sngdeev described Cosmos
929 as a "prototype of a second-generation cargo
ship." As such, we believe It would carry a payload of
about 9,000 kg, almost four times that of the current
Progress. In addition, the vehicle would have a recoverable front end for the return of cosmonauts or
experimental and operational data. When the space-

Space Solar Power Station
18· A large space station could serve as a base from
which to organize the construction of a large solar
power station in geosynchronous orbit. Modules for
such a station also could be assembled over many
months or years In low orbit and gradually moved to
geosynchronous
sing low-thrust
orbit electric
using
propulsion units.
·

craft has been emotled of its cargo, It could serve as a
living/lounge area for cosmonauts on the modular
space station. Spacecraft designer Feoktlstov has also
mentioned the need for something beyond Progress in
his descrlotion of a Cosmos 929 type spacecraft that
was docked with Salyut 6 for more than a year.
Fcoktlstov stated that one of the functions of the
multipurpose spacecraft would be that of a cargo
carrier. We believe a version of the Cosmos 929-type
spacecraft will become the primary Soviet space stat
tion resupply vehicle w1thm the next live years. -

19. A Soviet concept to provide solar power to
Earth involves a large solar power station, about 1
kilometer in diameter. This idea may have been based
on a US concept discussed in the 1970s. Such a station
would require 10 to 20 payloads using the heavy-lift
launch vehicle now under development. A demonstration of the power-station technology could be conducted in space by the mid-l 990s, but the chances are very
low that a full-scale system could beb e operating before
next century,riillllll

Space Station
17. ln the early-to-middle 1990s the Soviets' experience with their modular space station probably will be
sufficient to begin the construction of a large space
station. The components of such a station would be
modules, each in the Skylab class, thnt would be
launched by the heavy-lift launch vehicle. We expect
the assembly of such a station to take olace over
several years with initial crew sizes ranging from 12 to
20 persons. (Some Soviet scientists have discussed the
development of a very large space base in the 1990s
with provisions for crews of 20 to 100 oersons.) The
reusable space transport would resupply and transfer
crews to the space station. The uses of such a large
space station would include the maintenance, repair,
and control of satellites in orbit; military R&D, includIng directed-energy weapon development; scientific
and industrial work in a zero-g environment; the
stocklng of fuel nnd supplies for lunar or p]anelary
expeditions; and the reception of International visiting
parties, including Third World cosmonnuts. In tbe

20. Although the Soviets have never discussed the
concept of a space station in geosynchronous orbit, we
believe there is a low-to-moderate possibility that they
might develop such a station by the mld-1990s. A
station in geosynchronous orbit offers continuous access to a large area of the Earth's surface. Thus, a
manned station In geosynchronous orbit could be used
for surveillance purposes such us eurly warning or
reconnaissance or for command and control. Al geosynchronous orbit, a station serving such purposes
would be considerably less vulnerable to attack than a
low-altitude station. A geosynchronous station could
also be used for space observations, including inspect
tion and negation of other geosynchronous satellites. A
geosynchronous station could be used as a service
center where communications, clntn relay, weather,
and other geosynchronous satellites could be transferrcd for servicing and reoair. Finnlly, a geosynchronous station could serve as a platform from which to
organize and prepare the hardware aad personnel for
a lunar or planetary expedition.

Geosynchronous Space Station
Lorge

are and personnel

longer term, a large manned space station would
21. The new heavy-lift bunch vehicle probably will
permit the assembly of interplanetary and other space
have a capability to put into geosynchronous orbit a
craft that would be free of the design constraints
space station of the Salyut class. Similarly, an upgrade
imposed by the requirements of aerodynamic flowwed
iProton
th
(SL-12)
hspace
el
launch
dvehicle
p
could
eplace
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